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Abstract
The current congestion-oriented design of TCP hinders its ability to perform well in hybrid wire-
less/wired networks. We propose a new improvement on TCP NewReno (NewReno-FF) using a new
loss labeling technique to discriminate wireless from congestion losses. The proposed technique is based
on the estimation of average and variance of the round trip time using a lter called Flip Flop lter
that is augmented with history information. We show the comparative performance of TCP NewReno,
NewReno-FF, and TCP Westwood through extensive simulations. We study the fundamental gains and
limits using TCP NewReno with varying Loss Labeling accuracy (NewReno-LL) as a benchmark. Lastly
our investigation opens up important research directions. First, there is a need for a ner grained classi-
cation of losses (even within congestion and wireless losses) for TCP in heterogeneous networks. Second,
it is essential to develop an appropriate control strategy for recovery after the correct classication of a
packet loss.
Keywords: TCP; Congestion Control; Error Control; Loss Labeling (Classication); Wireless Links;
Simulation.
1 Introduction
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has been the dominant transport mechanism for reliable data
transfer over the Internet. While the Internet is growing in size and becoming increasingly heterogeneous,
network designers are faced with the challenging question of how to empower TCP so it works well in
such hybrid wired/wireless environment [23], where packets can be lost because of various reasons. Many
studies have shown that TCP throughput can be improved if the cause of a packet loss is identied [3].
TCP was originally designed for a wired environment where packets are lost mainly due to congestion (i.e.
buer overow), and the congestion control algorithms imbedded therein act accordingly. When a TCP
connection extends over wireless links, packet losses over such links occur primarily due to channel errors
or during hando. By attributing a packet loss to wireless transmission errors, the TCP source can refrain
from taking unnecessary \congestion" control measures. One set of solutions (e.g. I-TCP [2], Snoop [4],
WTCP [19]) require support from the base station located at the interface between the wired infrastructure
and the wireless access infrastructure. The base station can buer data packets (or just their sequence

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numbers) as they are received from a wired source. This information can then be used by the base station
to recognize if any of those packets are later lost over the wireless link on their way to destination (the
mobile host). These solutions incur the cost of implementation at the base station and some violate the
end-to-end semantics of TCP.
In this paper, we are primarily interested in end-to-end solutions, i.e. those which do not require any
support from the network. Proposed end-to-end solutions dier in the measure(s) they use to infer the
cause of a packet loss. These measures may be estimated at the sender without any support from the
receiver (e.g. round-trip delay), or may require support from the receiver (e.g. one-way delay or delay
variance) [1, 6, 18, 25].
Loss classication can be implicit in the congestion control of a protocol. TCP Westwood [9, 15, 24]
is such a sender-side modication of TCP Reno which estimates the rate that a connection is getting
based on the rate at which the sender receives the ACKs. TCP Westwood uses the estimated bandwidth
in setting the congestion window and slow start threshold (ssthresh) parameters. This is in contrast to
regular TCP implementations where the window size and ssthresh are arbitrarily cut in half whenever a
loss is detected [10]. This explicit bandwidth estimation scheme is shown to have a positive impact on the
performance of TCP Westwood sources, especially in the presence of random, sporadic losses typical of
wireless links or over paths with high bandwidth-delay product.
Many proposals tried to classify the losses explicitly through dierent estimation techniques. In the
scheme of Biaz and Vaidya [6], the receiving host measures the interarrival times of packets. Assuming
the last hop is wireless and the bottleneck, if the time between received packets is close to the minimum,
then a lost packet in-between is assumed to have been lost due to wireless errors and not congestion. The
receiving host in the Spike scheme [22] measures one-way delays, and switches to congested (wireless) state
as the delay exceeds (drops below) a certain threshold. The ZigZag scheme [7] extends Spike to include
the mean and deviation of measured one-way delays as well as number of losses in computing the delay
thresholds. Intuitively, the higher the number of losses the higher the threshold beyond which congestion
is assumed, i.e. the cause of the loss being wireless errors becomes more likely.
In [20], Samaraweera presents a method, called Non-Congestion Packet Loss Detection (NCPLD), to
categorize the nature of the error. It uses the concept of the knee point of the throughput-load graph
at which the network operates at optimum power. Before the knee point, no congestion is present so
an increase in transmission rate causes a corresponding increase in throughput and the round trip delay
remains relatively constant. After the knee point, packets need to be queued at the routers resulting in an
increase in round trip delay. If the current (measured) round trip delay is less than the delay threshold at
the knee point then the packet loss is assumed to be a wireless loss else it is assumed that congestion (buer
overow) caused the error. It is important to note that NCPLD is conservative in its error categorization
scheme, i.e., if slight congestion is present, it would more likely classify this loss as congestion error rather
than a wireless loss.
In [8], the authors present an algorithm called Linear Increase/Multiplicative Decrease with History
(LIMD/H). It uses explicit support from the receiver to send the loss rate back to the TCP source. Based
on this loss rate, the sender estimates the goodput. If the current goodput is below a certain band around
the mean, then the cause of a packet loss is assumed to be congestion, otherwise the cause of loss is
attributed to wireless errors. LIMD/H backs o its transmission window less conservatively to wireless
losses than to congestion-induced losses.
Our Contribution: In this paper, we study the fundamental gains and limits of explicit loss labeling
techniques. Explicit loss labeling is advantageous as it provides a clean separation between the process of
inferring the cause of a packet loss and the control (recovery) process that may make use of it. To this end,
we consider a generic loss labeling technique for which we can vary its accuracy in correctly attributing
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a packet loss to either congestion or wireless error. We refer to this generic technique as NewReno-LL
since we empower the TCP NewReno version with loss labeling. We have only chosen NewReno as recent
measurements show that the majority of TCP implementations are NewReno [17]. NewReno-LL is thus
used to cover the spectrum of explicit loss labeling techniques described above. Note that each explicit
loss labeling technique arrives in a dierent way at a particular loss labeling accuracy.
We also propose a new explicit loss labeling technique that would result in a certain loss labeling accuracy
under a particular conguration. The motivation behind our proposal is that we assume the variation in
round trip times (RTT) and the nature of loss are correlated. Therefore, a good estimation of RTT
or observed delay can help in making TCP more optimistic, i.e. TCP could react less conservatively to
wireless losses. In our estimation technique, we make use of a Flip-Flop lter [12] in estimating the average
RTT. We use the 3-sigma rule [14] to account for the variance. Note that there are many techniques to
estimate the mean and variance but we are interested in one that is simple and suÆciently accurate. The
eectiveness of the Flip Flop lter in ltering out transients and capturing persistent conditions was shown
in [12]. In this paper, we re-instantiate the lter to measure RTT and augment it with history information
so as to distinguish between congestion and wireless losses, specically to empower TCP NewReno in
wired/wireless networks. We henceforth refer to our loss labeling technique as NewReno-FF.
We evaluate our loss predictor against a TCP NewReno variant that is equipped with perfect labeling
(in short, NewReno-PL) to show the limits and gains of error classication/misclassication. Note that
NewReno-PL is an instance of NewReno-LL, where the TCP NewReno variant knows exactly the cause of
loss (wireless or congestion). It is tempting to believe that a TCP version that has perfect knowledge about
the nature of loss would perform the best in terms of goodput. Surprisingly, our simulations show that this
is not always the case. The reason is that misclassication sometimes makes a TCP version perform better
by making it more aggressive. For example, transient (short-term) congestion losses are similar to random
wireless losses. Therefore, if such losses are misclassied as wireless losses so TCP does not drastically
back o its transmission rate, it turns out that goodput improves. We examine this dilemma by equipping
TCP with loss predictors that possess dierent error classication accuracies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a loss prediction algorithm
(NewReno-FF) to predict the cause of a packet loss. We also describe other schemes against which we
compare NewReno-FF. In Section 3, we discuss the performance metrics to evaluate the various loss
predictors. Section 4 presents an analytical model of our generalized loss labeling technique, NewReno-LL.
Section 5 evaluates the performance of loss predictors using the ns-2 network simulator [21]. In Section 6,
we discuss the performance of the protocols under correlated burst losses. Section 7 discusses directions
for future research and concludes the paper.
2 Evaluated Schemes
2.1 TCP NewReno-LL
TCP NewReno inherently has no loss prediction ability; it considers all losses to be congestion losses. We
denote by P [CjC] (P [W jW ]), the probability that a loss predictor classies a packet loss as congestion
(wireless) loss given that it is indeed caused by congestion (wireless) error [5, 7]. Thus for TCP NewReno,
P [CjC] = 1 and P [W jW ] = 0. Ideally we want to have a protocol with P [CjC]  1 but also high P [W jW ]
so as to react appropriately based on the type of loss. P [CjC]  1 is highly desirable so as not to congest
the network. High P [W jW ] enables the protocol to avoid taking unnecessary congestion control steps.
To evaluate the limits of TCP NewReno we evaluate it against TCP NewReno equipped with varying loss
classication accuracies (NewReno-LL). In NewReno-LL, on a loss event, the sender reduces its congestion
window with probability P [CjC] if the loss is a congestion one and ignores the window adjustment with
probability P [W jW ] if it is a wireless loss. In the perfect loss labeling version, NewReno-PL, we have
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P [CjC] = 1 and P [W jW ] = 1. We note that, although we assume xed values for P [CjC] and P [W jW ], in
general these values depend on the parameters of the network as well as the loss classication algorithm.
Furthermore, ignoring window adjustments in the case of wireless losses is not necessarily optimal. We
only consider this control action for simplicity and so as to gain insight into the fundamental issues. We
can imagine window adjustments that match particular levels of error.
2.2 TCP NewReno-FF
We propose a new loss labeling scheme for distinguishing wireless losses from congestion losses. In this
scheme, using an adaptive Flip Flop lter [12], a parallel estimation of RTT is done on every new ACK
received in NewReno. TCP usually uses one exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) lter which
is static. The Flip Flop lter uses two EWMA lters, one is stable and another is agile. An agile lter is
one which gives more weight to recently observed samples unlike a stable lter. The underlying principle
is to employ an agile lter whenever possible but switch to the stable one when the RTT samples vary
drastically and become noisy. According to statistical quality control, control limits are dened around
the current sample mean and when the samples exceed the control limits, the process is said to be out
of control. To estimate the deviation, the lter uses a moving range which it estimates from the samples
within the control limits. The control limits are dened as:
x 3
MR
d
2
(1)
where x is the sample mean, MR is the Moving Range which is the average of the dierences between
adjacent RTT samples, jx
i
  x
i 1
j; and d
2
estimates the standard deviation of a given sample given its
range. When the range is from a sample of two, as for MR, d
2
 1.128 [14].
The basic tenet of our approach is that if the packets are suering congestion losses, the observed RTTs
will vary but if packets are suering random losses, the observed RTTs will not vary much. Using the
Flip Flop lter, we dene an upper control limit on RTT using (1). We then consider the much delayed
packets, whose RTT exceeds the control limit, as \outliers." More than  outliers in the last l samples are
used as congestion indication.  and l are tunable parameters.
On every ACK of a non-retransmitted packet, we compute the sample RTT as s rtt, the estimated
average RTT as est rtt, and the moving range as MR. To maintain a history, we maintain a bit vector of
length l. Every time a sample RTT is calculated, the bit vector is shifted left and the least signicant bit
is set to 1 if the sample RTT is an outlier. The pseudo code of the loss labeling is as follows:
if (s rtt > est rtt+3
MR
1:128
) then
vector = vector << 1 // Left shift once
vector = vector OR 0x01 // Bitwise OR
est rtt =
9
10
est rtt +
1
10
s rtt //stable RTT lter
else
vector = vector << 1 // Left shift once
vector = vector OR 0x00 // Bitwise OR
est rtt =
1
10
est rtt +
9
10
s rtt // agile RTT lter
di = js rtt  last rttj
MR = 0:875MR + 0:125di
end if
if (rst ack) then
vector = 0x00; // initialize bit vector of l bits
est rtt = s rtt
MR =
est rtt
2
end if
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Modied Recovery Strategy: When NewReno-FF detects a packet loss based on duplicate ACKs
1
, it
checks if the sender has received more than  outlier samples in the last l samples. If number of outliers
is more than , it continues with usual congestion control steps otherwise it ignores it assuming a wireless
loss. The pseudo code of the modied recovery part of TCP NewReno is as follows:
if (error detected based on dup acks) then
if (#bits set in vector  ) then
no change in congestion window and ssthresh // classied as wireless loss
else
do normal congestion window and ssthresh adjustment // classied as congestion loss
end if
end if
We are still assuming that all timeouts indicate congestion, i.e. we do not attempt to classify timeout-
detected losses as congestion versus wireless. It is known that timeouts caused by wireless losses can
degrade the performance of regular TCP implementations, which may back o very conservatively [23].
We account for these eects through our TCP NewReno variant with perfect loss labeling.
2.3 TCP Westwood
We have also compared the performance of TCP Westwood which doesn't have any explicit loss labeling
mechanism. However, it is claimed that the bandwidth estimation of TCP Westwood accounts for the
wireless losses [15].
3 Performance Metrics
We have compared the schemes described in Section 2 based on the following metrics:
 Goodput: The rate of delivery of useful data. We measure the goodput at the receiver.
 Overhead: 1-
Goodput
Throughput
. Throughput is the rate of transferring the data to a receiver. Note that
this measure reects the end-to-end loss rate.
 P [W jW ]: This metric indicates the accuracy in wireless loss classication. It denes the probability
of identifying a loss as a wireless loss given that the loss is indeed a wireless loss.
 P [CjC]: This metric indicates the accuracy of congestion loss classication. It denes the probability
of identifying a loss as a congestion loss given that the loss is indeed a congestion loss.
 Fairness: Reects the fair share distribution across N various connections. It is dened as follows:
Fairness Index =
(
N
P
i=1
T
i
)
2
N
N
P
i=0
T
2
i
(2)
where T
i
is the throughput of the i
th
connection [11].
1
TCP detects loss either due to timeout or four consecutive duplicate acknowledgments.
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4 Stochastic Model of NewReno-LL
In this section, we derive a simple uid model for NewReno-LL to illustrate the eect of P [CjC] and
P [W jW ] on throughput. We follow the same lines of analysis as in [9]. For simplicity, we do not consider
timeouts. We assume that the transmission window is reduced by half only if the packet loss is identied
as congestion-induced.
For a window size of W (packets), it increases by
1
W
on every ACK reception. This is the additive
increase of TCP. We assume packet loss happens with a probability p = 1  (1  p
c
)(1  p
w
), where p
c
and
p
w
are the congestion and wireless drop rates, respectively. The window decreases by
W
2
with probability
p
c
P [CjC] + p
w
P [CjW ], i.e. whenever the packet loss is classied (or misclassied) as congestion-induced.
To make the notation more readable, we denote P [CjC] by p
c=c
and P [CjW ] by p
c=w
.
The expected change in the window is given by:
E[W ] =
(1  p
c
)(1  p
w
)
W
 
W (p
c
p
c=c
+ p
w
p
c=w
)
2
=
(1  p
c
)(1  p
w
)
W
 
W (p
c
p
c=c
+ p
w
(1  p
w=w
))
2
(3)
Note that p
c=w
+ p
w=w
= 1.
SinceW is updated at approximately every
RTT
W
, using Equation (3), the expected change in the sending
rate (throughput) r per unit time is approximately:
2
dr(t)
dt
=
(1  p
c
)(1  p
w
)
RTT
2
 
r
2
(t)(p
c
p
c=c
+ p
w
p
c=w
)
2
(4)
By rearranging and integrating we have:
Z
r(t)
0
dr(t)
(1 p
c
)(1 p
w
)
RTT
2
 
r
2
(t)(p
c
p
c=c
+p
w
p
c=w
)
2
=
Z
t
0
dt (5)
r(t) =
1
RTT
s
2(1  p
c
)(1  p
w
)
p
c
p
c=c
+ p
w
(1  p
w=w
)
(
1 + Ce
 2at
1  Ce
 2at
)
(6)
where a is given by
q
(1 p
c
)(1 p
w
)(p
c
p
c=c
+p
w
(1 p
w=w
))
2 RTT
2
and C depends on initial conditions.
The steady state throughput of NewReno-LL is thus given by:
r = lim
t!1
r(t) =
1
RTT
s
2(1  p
c
)(1  p
w
)
p
c
p
c=c
+ p
w
(1  p
w=w
)
(7)
From Equation (7), we can observe the signicance of p
c=c
and p
w=w
on the throughput of a connection.
A higher value of accurate congestion loss classication, p
c=c
, reduces throughput. On the other hand, a
higher value of accurate wireless loss classication, p
w=w
, increases throughput (and hence goodput). Note,
however, that we are assuming xed drop rates and classication probabilities. In reality, these loss and
classication probabilities would depend on the number of competing connections, network conditions and
the behavior of the protocol. In particular, p
c
, assumed xed in traditional analytical studies [16], depends
on p
c=c
, p
w=w
and r. The throughput r in turn depends on p
c
, p
c=c
and p
w=w
. In general, it is very diÆcult
to solve analytically for closed-form expressions for throughput and other performance measures. In the
following, we resort to simulations to evaluate the eectiveness of loss labeling techniques.
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Note that r(t) = W (t)=RTT:
6
5 Simulation Model and Methodology
We use the network simulator ns-2 (version 2.1b8a) [21]. The network topology used in the simulation is
shown in Figure 1.
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   
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   

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
TCP sources 
r1 r2
TCP Sinks 
Cross Traffic
Pareto Traffic Sources Pareto Traffic Sinks
Figure 1: Wireless Last Hop Network Topology setup
We have a number of TCP traÆc source-destination pairs. The link from r2 to each TCP traÆc sink
has been assigned 2Mbps bandwidth and 0.01ms propagation delay. These links represent wireless links
with transmission errors. All other links are error free with 10Mbps bandwidth and 1ms propagation delay
except the shared (bottleneck) wired link r1 $ r2 whose bandwidth is 10Mbps and delay is 50ms. The
buer size at r1$ r2 is equal to the bandwidth-delay product (127 packets) and all other buer sizes are
set to default value of 50 packets. All the TCP sources and the cross traÆc on-o sources are started at
0 sec and the simulations are run till 210 sec. For each cross connection, the on and o periods are Pareto
distributed with average duration of 100ms each and shape parameter of 2.5. We calculate the performance
measures within 95% condence intervals.
5.1 Simulation Results
Conguration 1: Figure 2 shows the goodput and fairness index and Figure 3 shows the overhead
of NewReno-LL against P [W jW ] and P [CjC] both varying from 0 to 1.0. The experiments were done
under 5% wireless loss as it represents low to medium range wireless errors. We have conrmed that
the trend is similar for 1% and 10% wireless errors. We have 20 TCP sources. The rate of each of the
20 background cross traÆc sources during the on period is set at 0.6782 Mbps to keep the congestion loss
at the shared link for NewReno at  1%. For our loss labeling technique, the values for l and  are 8
and 6, respectively.
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Table 1 summarizes the results for NewReno, NewReno-FF, TCP Westwood and
NewReno-LL. Note that NewReno-PL, the perfect loss labeling version, is a special case of NewReno-LL
with P [CjC] = P [W jW ] = 1:
Conguration 2: Figure 4 shows the goodput and fairness index and Figure 5 shows the overhead
of NewReno-LL against P [W jW ] and P [CjC] under a dierent conguration. In this conguration, the
number of TCP sources is reduced to 10 and the number of background traÆc sources is increased to
30 so as to make the contribution of cross traÆc signicant. The rate of each of the background cross
traÆc sources during the on period is set at 0.557 Mbps to keep the congestion loss at the shared link for
3
Recall that l and  are tunable parameters in our FF-based loss classication technique. We show later the eect of
these parameters on performance|a short history is found to improve goodput. In general, l and  depend on the network
conguration and may be adjusted dynamically. We leave this as future work.
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Figure 2: Goodput and Fairness Index of NewReno-LL as a function of P [W jW ] and P [CjC] (congura-
tion 1)
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Figure 3: Overhead of NewReno-LL as a function of P [W jW ] and P [CjC] (conguration 1)
NewReno at  1%. For our loss labeling technique, we set l = 8 and  = 4. Table 2 summarizes the results
for NewReno, NewReno-FF, TCP Westwood and NewReno-LL.
Eect of History on P [CjC] and P [W jW ]: The length of history in our loss labeling technique aects
the protocol behavior. Figure 6 shows the loss classication accuracy metrics and Figure 7 shows the
goodput of NewReno-FF against l and  for conguration 1.
5.2 Observations and Discussion
 For both congurations, NewReno-FF achieves a goodput higher than that of NewReno and NewReno-
LL for all values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ]. Recall that NewReno corresponds to P [CjC] = 1 and
P [W jW ] = 0. NewReno-FF achieves higher goodput without losing much in terms of fairness index.
However, NewReno-FF has higher overhead than NewReno, which has the least overhead.
 The goodput spectrum in Figure 2 quanties that NewReno-LL can achieve highest goodput at
P [CjC] = 0:4 and P [W jW ] = 0:2. The goodput of NewReno-FF is more than this highest goodput
8
Protocol Goodput(bps) Fairness Overhead
NewReno 157297 0.995374 0.03347
NewReno-FF 163196 0.985023 0.0412812
Westwood 142516 0.710854 0.0835633
NewReno-LL 158618 0.995374 0.03347
Best(P [CjC]; P [W jW ]) (0.4,0.2) (1,0) (1,0)
NewReno-LL 132314 0.803211 0.169904
Worst(P [CjC]; P [W jW ]) (0,1) (0.2,1) (0.2,1)
Table 1: Comparison of performance metrics for dierent schemes (conguration 1)
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Figure 4: Goodput and Fairness Index of NewReno-LL as a function of P [W jW ] and P [CjC] (congura-
tion 2)
value as shown in Table 1. The least goodput is observed at P [CjC] = 0 and P [W jW ] = 1 as at this
point, the protocol is most aggressive and the window is never adjusted on a congestion loss. We
note that the fairness index is relatively comparable except for P [CjC]  0 and P [W jW ] = 1 where
the excessive aggressive nature of the protocol overloads the network.
The average values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ] for NewReno-FF are found to be 0.415401 and 0.602154,
respectively. This means that P [W jC]  0:6. This high value of congestion misclassication proba-
bility makes NewReno-FF more aggressive and consequently has the highest goodput. Note that the
loss misclassication in NewReno-FF can sometimes be viewed as ner classication|for example,
misclassifying short-term congestion as wireless and thus avoiding unnecessary window backo may
be benecial.
Similar observations can be made for conguration 2 where the average values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ]
for NewReno-FF are found to be 0.222449 and 0.292744, respectively.
 NewReno with Perfect Labeling (NewReno-PL) is not necessarily optimal in terms of goodput. Al-
though it seems reasonable to take a control action (such as ignoring window adjustment in wireless
loss cases) based on the exact nature of a past loss (as in NewReno-PL), such control action may
not always be correct or may not yield better performance globally. This is because of the delayed
feedback. By the time the feedback reaches the senders, the actual network state might have changed.
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Figure 5: Overhead of NewReno-LL as a function of P [W jW ] and P [CjC] (conguration 2)
Protocol Goodput(bps) Fairness Overhead
NewReno 162994 0.996632 0.03426
NewReno-FF 182614 0.992191 0.0431594
Westwood 150901 0.72508 0.0838718
NewReno-LL 175608 0.996924 0.03426
Best(P [CjC]; P [W jW ]) (0.6,0.8) (0.4,0.2) (1,0)
NewReno-LL 142222 0.827704 0.160594
Worst(P [CjC]; P [W jW ]) (0,1) (0.2,0.1) (0.2,1)
Table 2: Comparison of performance metrics for dierent schemes (conguration 2)
In NewReno-LL, on a loss event, the senders reduce their congestion window with probability P [CjC]
if the loss is a congestion one, and ignore window adjustments with probability P [W jW ] if it is wireless
loss. Such randomization of the control actions may improve goodput by making the system more
robust|for example, if the congestion loss was transient, then having some sources misclassifying it
as wireless and thus not backing o their transmission rate may be benecial.
 Although NewReno-FF adapts its P [CjC] and P [W jW ] values according to the network conditions,
the average values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ] in both congurations are observed to be lower than one
would expect.
To justify the lower values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ], we need to reconsider the denitions of the
two metrics. The values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ] much depend on the agility and stability of the
lter. In our experiments, the Flip Flop lter is stable enough to lter out low frequency transient
changes. The random wireless losses and even short-term congestion losses fall into this category.
Therefore, the Flip Flop lter classies many short-term congestion losses as wireless losses, thus the
transmission window is not reduced. Although this \misclassication" lowers P [CjC], this may in fact
be a more appropriate control strategy. The loss classication process for a TCP ow is illustrated
in Figure 8 for conguration 2. We don't have timeout cases over the shown time interval.
4
We
have plotted the instantaneous queue length of the shared wired link, the instances of queue drops,
wireless drops, and duplicate ACKs. The sample RTTs and upper control limit of estimated RTT
4
Recall that in this paper, timeouts do not contribute to our loss classication process, only duplicate ACKs.
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Figure 6: P [W jW ] and P [CjC] of NewReno-FF as a function of l and  (conguration 1)
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Figure 7: Goodput of NewReno-FF as a function of l and  (conguration 1)
are scaled by a factor of 900 on the y-axis.
When the queue drop C1 happens at 145.706 sec, the last l samples are below the threshold  of
our loss labeling technique, therefore window adjustment is not done on the duplicate ACK, D1 at
146.001 sec. Observe that this action seems appropriate as the queue length drops indicating that
congestion has subsided. In eect, the lter classies this to be a case of \transient" congestion
loss whereas NewReno would have simply reduced the ssthresh and congestion window. The error
detection event based on duplicate ACKs, D2 at 146.43 is caused by a wireless drop, W1 but since
the history of not enough outliers is there, this wireless loss will be correctly classied as a wireless
loss and the congestion window is not reduced in this case.
As congestion builds up, many samples may be detected as outliers and if the congestion is persistent,
the number of samples arriving at the sender will reduce. Therefore, outliers appearing in the growing
phase of the bottleneck queue will retain the bad history for long if the values of l and  are chosen
properly. On the other hand, if the congestion is transient, more samples will arrive subsequently and
the bad history can soon be shaken o. The queue drop, C2 in Figure 8, is preceded by more than
 outlier samples, therefore, the lter classies the loss as congestion at D3, thus the transmission
window is reduced. From the buer occupancy, we can see that it is appropriate to be conservative
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Figure 8: TCP dynamics with dierent event traces (conguration 2)
on D3.
 From Figures 6 and 7 we observe that the highest value of P [CjC], 0.872928 is obtained at l =
25;  = 0 and highest P [W jW ], 0.636781 is observed at l = 25;  = 20. The goodput is also highest at
l = 25;  = 20. This shows that increasing history using higher values of l and  generally increases
goodput of NewReno-FF. Exactly how much history is dependent on the network conguration and
is the subject of further research.
6 Burst Error Model
To study the performance of the protocols in the presence of correlated errors, we use the 2-state Markov
model following [13] [15]. In such models burst errors occur at high rate due to a variety of conditions such
as terminal mobility and fading. The wireless link is assumed to be in one of two states: Good or Bad.
For the simulation experiments we keep the error rate of the Bad state at 5% (low-medium) while keeping
0% error rate in the Good state. In the error model, unless otherwise specied, the mean sojourn time of
the bad state is 50ms and that of the good state is 500ms. For our loss classication technique, we keep
l = 20 and  = 5 and we use conguration 2. For each cross connection, the on and o periods are Pareto
distributed with average duration of 10ms and 30ms, respectively, and shape parameter of 2.5. The rate
of each of the cross traÆc sources during the on period is xed at 0.85Mbps to produce a congestion loss
 1% for NewReno.
6.1 Simulation Results
Figure 9 shows the goodput and fairness index and Figure 10 shows the overhead of NewReno-LL against
P [W jW ] and P [CjC]. The average P [CjC] and P [W jW ] values for NewReno-FF are observed to be
0.320472 and 0.237183, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the results for NewReno, NewReno-FF, TCP
Westwood and NewReno-LL for conguration 2.
Eect of History on P [CjC] and P [W jW ]: As we observed earlier, the length of history in our loss
labeling technique aects the protocol behavior. Figure 12 shows the loss classication accuracy metrics
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Figure 9: Goodput and Fairness Index of NewReno-LL as a function of P [W jW ] and P [CjC] (congura-
tion 2 with burst errors)
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Figure 10: Overhead of NewReno-LL as a function of P [W jW ] and P [CjC] (conguration 2 with burst
errors)
and Figure 13 shows the goodput of NewReno-FF against l and  for conguration 2.
6.2 Observations and Discussion
 We observe that performance is mainly determined by P [CjC]; a high P [CjC] value signicantly
improves performace. Thus, in the presence of bursty wireless errors, a more conservative transmission
control strategy is desirable. Results are consistent with those obtained for random wireless losses.
 Figure 11 shows the behavior of NewReno-FF for one TCP ow in the presence of burst/correlated
losses. As we emphasized earlier on the stability of the lter, the congestion losses C1 and C2
are very much like random drops. From the history of outliers, the Flip Flop lter (mis)classies
them as wireless losses at instances D2 (151.613 sec) and D3 (151.861 sec), respectively, when loss
is detected through duplicate ACKs. Thus, the control action is that of maintaining the same
transmission window. Observing the underlying buer occupancy, we conrm that such action is
indeed appropriate as the queue length drops indicating short-term congestion.
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Protocol Goodput(bps) Fairness Overhead
NewReno 386466 0.997746 0.01182
NewReno-FF 391110 0.99576 0.0269928
Westwood 351813 0.996096 0.0577565
NewReno-LL 389364 0.997885 0.01182
Best(P [CjC]; P [W jW ]) (0.6,0) (0.8,0.4) (1,0)
NewReno-LL 169370 0.639093 0.123368
Worst(P [CjC]; P [W jW ]) (0,1) (0,0.8) (0,0.8)
Table 3: Comparison of performance metrics for dierent schemes (conguration 2 with burst errors)
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Figure 11: TCP dynamics with dierent event traces (conguration 2 with burst errors)
We next observe the congestion losses C3 and C4 at 152.419 sec and 152.571 sec, respectively.
These losses are followed by consecutive wireless losses W1 and W2 at 152.647 sec and 152.667 sec,
respectively. We also observe that the bottleneck buer is full for an extended duration. Conse-
quently, the wireless losses are overlapping with relatively persistent congestion losses. At D4 (at
time 152.606 sec), as a result of congestion loss C4, the history of our loss classication technique
has more than  outlier samples. Thus, the loss is classied (correctly) as congestion error and the
sender window is appropriately reduced. Lastly, at D5 (at time 153.871 sec) which is due to wireless
drop W3, NewReno-FF appropriately classies it as wireless loss since the history does not contain
any outliers.
We should point out that NewReno-FF may occasionally misclassify a packet loss as wireless loss
when the network is congested. Such misclassication makes NewReno-FF unjustiably aggressive as
it keeps its transmission window unchanged. This aggressive behavior is evident from the increased
overhead over regular NewReno.
 From Figures 12 and 13 we observe that the highest value of P [CjC], 0.916505 is obtained at l =
25;  = 0 and highest P [W jW ], 0.787625 is observed at l = 20;  = 15. The goodput is highest at
l = 5;  = 4 (392.561 Kbps). Thus, to achieve good performance in terms of goodput, a reasonable
history is necessary.
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Figure 12: P [W jW ] and P [CjC] of NewReno-FF as a function of l and  (conguration 2 with burst errors)
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we attempted to improve our understanding of the fundamental gains and limitations of
loss classication techniques employed to empower TCP in hybrid wired/wireless networks. To this end,
we abstract the general approach of various proposals by controlling the loss labeling accuracies, P [CjC]
and P [W jW ]. These two measures quantify the probability that an event is identied correctly. In all
proposals, this event is only one of two possibilites: congestion-induced loss or wireless loss. Such loss
classication can be used to empower the recovery strategy of TCP. For example, the usual congestion
control measure of backing o the transmission rate is taken if the packet loss is attributed to congestion.
However, if the packet loss is attributed to wireless, a dierent control action is taken| in this paper, we
assume an aggressive strategy whereby the transmission rate is kept unchanged.
We also introduced a new loss labeling technique that uses a Flip Flop lter to estimate RTT and
use it to dierentiate between congestion and wireless loss. Our technique uses history to examine the
number of \outlier" RTT samples, i.e. those samples that exceed a control limit beyond which delay values
are considered high. A packet loss is classied as congestion-induced if enough outliers are observed.
Note that by using history, we overcome a limitation common to existing loss labeling techniques. This
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limitation stems from the need to receive enough samples, which becomes diÆcult when the network is
highly congested [5]. Maintaining a history of outliers enables our technique to overcome this challenge.
Through extensive simulations, we show that our loss labeling technique outperforms regular TCP and
TCP Westwood in terms of goodput. Furthermore, its fairness is competitive to regular TCP and its
overhead is lower than that of TCP Westwood. We also observe the low values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ]
under our Flip Flop based technique. This does not mean that our FF-based classication is inaccurate.
Rather, the low value of P [CjC] implies a higher value of P [W jC].
5
This is the case when short-term
congestion losses are treated as random wireless losses or more generally, transient losses. This is indeed
an appropriate (in eect, ner grained) loss classication. Based on these observations, we believe that
there is a need for such ne grained classication that goes beyond a binary classication of congestion
versus wireless. Furthermore, this opens up the important research question of what kind of recovery
actions should a protocol like TCP implement given the correct classication of packet losses.
We are currently analyzing our FF-based loss classication technique mathematically. We are also
generalizing this analysis to any technique as a function of P [CjC] and P [W jW ], or ner classication
accuracies. We again note that the values of P [CjC] and P [W jW ] depend on the parameters of the
network as well as the loss classication algorithm. The ultimate goal is to develop a ne grained loss
classication technique with an associated adaptive recovery strategy which enhances goodput and fairness
while maintaining low overhead over hybrid wireless/wired networks. An ideal recovery strategy would
match the level and density of error to appropriate transmission window adjustments. Lowering overhead
is especially important for battery-operated devices.
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